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Introduction

• HL-LHC will pose unprecedented computational challenges
• An average of 200 proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing
• CMS HGCal will pose a unique challenge

• 3M sensors per endcap
• About 200,000 sensors active per event

• Highly parallelizable machine learning algorithms can profit from 
dedicated hardware (e.g. GPUs)
• This work paves way towards single step reconstruction using deep 

learning
• Prediction of multiple particles
• Energy regression
• Momentum/Position
• Can be easily extended with additional properties (e.g., ID)
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Dataset
• 100 primary particles: electrons, muons, photons, charged and

neutral pions, and neutral, charged, short- and long-lived kaons

• Evenly distributed energy between 20-200 GeV
• pT range of 2 - 100 GeV approximately, depending on eta
• Up to 60,000 rechits, 400 showers
• Step towards a realistic but well controlled multi-particle environment
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GravNet Architecture for HGCal

• The DNN architecture needs to meet the 
computational constraints

• Transform the hit features into two spaces using 
neural networks:
• Low dimensional coordinate space
• Feature space

• Define neighbors as KNNs in the coordinates 
space: fast and low memory requirements

• Collect feature space information from neighbors 
• Weigh the information using distance in the 

coordinates space so the network reduces the 
distance between two hits it if it helps in 
minimising the loss

• Implemented custom CUDA kernels with 100x less 
memory consumption and is faster than 
TensorFlow
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Object Condensation

• Object condensation: a way to predict unknown 
number of objects and their properties simultaneously
• For every shower, we learn a representative hit
• All object properties are aggregated in this 

representative condensation point
• In addition: cluster hits belonging to shower in a 

clustering  space
• Use attractive and repulsive potentials in the loss
• Resolves ambiguities w.r.t. condensation points of the same 

object
• Provides a handle for validation of the network
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Results Visualization
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• Qualitatively prediction and truth 
almost indistinguishable



Results Visualization
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Quantitative Results

• Matching predicted showers to truth showers by solving 
assignment problem on Energy Weighted Intersection 
Over Union metric

• Efficiency and fake rate meets calorimetric expectations 
even at low energies

• Efficiency approaches 1 at high energies
• 15-50% of the fake showers are split showers depending 

on energy
• Dip is an artefact of the dataset: we see similar effect in a 

non learned algorithm
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Quantitative Results

• LSF: fraction of energy carried by the test shower 
w.r.t. all the energy in ∆R=0.5

• Good efficiency even for showers with a few percent 
of local shower fraction
• Mostly linear response, with a slight trend towards 

overestimating low shower energies, resolution 
meets calorimetric expectation
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Conclusion

• A first study of full ML based clustering with simultaneous particle 
property determination in a full subdetector
• Addressed a complex problem from ML perspective given up to 

60,000 hits without need of seeding
• Even 200k hits within GPU memory constraints
• Natural extensions involve prediction of other properties, such as ID

• Presented a way to do performance analysis for potentially other 
methods as well
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